The Bend in the Road - 9th grade - Carnation
TERM EXAMINATIONS
Monday:

Tuesday:

Wednesday:

Thursday:

Friday:
Fine Arts

* ALABAMA NATURAL
HISTORY

* CHEMISTRY
EXAMINATION

* LATIN EXAMINATION
* FROM LESSON 11 - 19

* RELIGION
EXAMINATION

* HISTORY
EXAMINATION

* NATURE WALK
* Identify and list native

* ESSAY - Tell me
everything you know about

* Latin Sayings:
* Quiz all - worth 1

* ESSAY: List the natural
and supernatural virtues.

* ESSAY: Tell me
everything you know and

trees, mountains, rock
formations, plants
* Sketch something
native for nature
sketch book

Michael Faraday’s
experiments with candles,
detailing the chemical
concepts he discovered
* ESSAY - Write about the
history of the periodic
table of elements - how it
was discovered, who is the

point each (9)
* Vocabulary:
* 46 - ORAL - worth 1
point each (46)
* Grammar forms
* Quiz all - worth 5
points each (45)

father of modern
chemistry, detail some

Tell all you remember
about natural and
supernatural virtues
illustrating the differences.
* ESSAY: Explain what you
know about reason and
faith. What are some
ways we can lose our
faith?
* LIST: List the different

common elements
* LIST - What can you tell

remember about the
Crusades. Discuss:
* Why they were
needed
* Who fought in them
* Where?
* Why?
* ESSAY: Imagine you are
a young lady of noble
background. You live in a

parts of the Liturgical Year
and all Holy Days of

castle in Scotland and
serve as a lady in waiting

Obligation. What
liturgical colors are

to St. Margaret of
Scotland. A minstrel and

* Element
* Chemical reaction

associated with the
different liturgical seasons

his retinue have stopped
in for entertainment.

* Change of state and
describe 2

and why?

Describe the day, and
include what life was like

me about:
* Matter

* Atom
* Electron

for you as well as what life
must have been like for

* Compound
* Describe Oxygen,

the minstrel. Include as
many details as you can.

Hydrogen
* Algebra - Study lessons 38
- 41

* Algebra - Study lessons 42
- 45

* Algebra - Study lessons 46
- 49

* Algebra - Study lessons 50
- 53

* Algebra - Study lessons 54
- 57

* TEST 11

* TEST 12

* TEST 13

* TEST 14

* TEST 15
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TERM EXAMINATIONS
Monday:

* Why Greenland Is An
Island... by Joyce Davis

Tuesday:

* COMPOSER STUDY
* LIST - List as many

Wednesday:

* PICTURE STUDY
* LIST - List as many

Thursday:

* POETRY
* DEMONSTRATION -

* Complete week 8
assignment

composers as you can
remember from this past

Impressionist painters as
you can remember. If you

Please recite one Lucy
Maud Montgomery poem

* Mom to review and give
ORAL EXAMINATION

term. Include a brief
description next to their

remember a piece of art,
please note that to the side

for the family.

for Geography grade

name, and any significant
pieces of work you can
remember associated with
that composer.

of the artist’s name.
* PAINTING - Illustrate in
a painting of your own
some examples of
Impressionistic
characteristics.

Friday:
Fine Arts
* METEOROLOGY
* LIST - List all the types of
cloud formations with
descriptions.
* ESSAY - Write what you
know about Mr. Luke
Howard, and tell about
Meteorology in the 19th
century.

